
CASE STUDY

Solutions for Edeka- The
difference with EasySecure

Integrated overall package with Pepperr - the planning

package of Edeka Rhein Ruhr and time registration by

EasySecure.



Edeka Schenke was already founded as a small grocery shop in Rheda-Wiedenbrück in

1934. Since then has the small family business grown a lot. To a total of seven stores with

organic markets, manufactory and beverage markets. A lot has happened in these past

years.

As the businesses grew, so of course did the workforce. It quickly became obvious that

simply recording working hours on timesheets was not only time-consuming and error-

prone, but also unprofitable at the same time. The need and the desire for more overview

and control grew ever clearer.

At this point, Edeka Schenke was already working with Pepperr, Edeka Rhein Ruhr's in-

house software planning package. Pepperr supports store managers and owners in the

sensible planning of their employees. It is possible to see which employees have certain

qualifications and at the same time track how many hours have already been worked. Of

course, the working hours of pupils, students, full-time and part-time employees are also

taken into account accordingly. 

It quickly emerged that an integration of EasySecure and Pepperr would bring a gigantic

gain in time savings, convenience, flexibility and overview. Thus, the Edeka planning

package approached EasySecure and proposed cooperation.  
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In addition, employees get the flexibility to

clock in and out at multiple locations, for

example, if they work not only at the

supermarket but also at the adjacent

beverage market. This was also one of the

reasons why Mr. Schenke opted for this all-

in-one solution. "There is no more time

wasted asking for timesheets or checking

who worked in which department and when.

Everything is completely clear and easy to

track," says Schenke.
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Employees from Pepperr are maintained fully

automatically in EasySecure. This means that

planned working times are automatically

matched with the actual times worked. No

annoying double entry or errors in the

transfer of timesheets. The system also works

across locations and is role-based. The store

manager only sees the information for his

own shop, but the owner can see all data for

all locations. "The coupling of EasySecure

and Pepperr works seamlessly. I can

conveniently view all important information

whenever I want," says Robin Schenke. 

No sooner said than done. 
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The path from the offer to the order was short and

within a few days the manufactory in Gütersloh in

Henry Ford Straße could already be equipped. In the

following weeks, the stores in Harsewinkel and

another branch in Gütersloh followed. The employees

also quickly got used to the new (stamp) system and

have recognized the benefits. 

After about one year of operation, we can draw the first

conclusion. "The road was not always easy and at the

start there were minor problems here and there, but

Pepperr and EasySecure were always there and could

help immediately. The strength of the partners is

clearly the communication and the short distances. In

case of problems or questions, someone was always

available immediately," says Mr. Schenke.

In the meantime, all Edeka stores of the Schenke family

are equipped and fully functional. 

Personal service and short communication

channels

"The strengths of EasySecure are the personal service

and the short communication channels. They think

along with the customer so that you can get the best

out of the product. Are there any problems? Then they

will get in touch with you immediately"
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Access control

With EasySecure, times can be recorded, but access can

also be controlled. This avoids the annoyance of asking

who has the key at any given time. Access to certain

rooms is only granted to the appropriate personnel. At

the push of a button, it is possible to regulate who has

access to which rooms, when and at what time. 

If an employee leaves the company, access rights can be

withdrawn within seconds.

Want to know more?
Are you looking for a customized system for your

business, or would you like more information? Please

contact us on +31(0)85 01500 00 or email

info@easysecure.com. 
You can also fill in the contact form on our website. 

We will be happy to provide you with expert advice. 
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